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ABSTRACT

Hidden Markov Models are stochastic mode
capable of statistical learning and classification. Th
have been widely applied in most of state-of-the-a
speech recognizer because of their great adaptab
and versatil ity in handing sequential signals
Normally, more Gaussian components were used
each state, less error rate the recognizer will produc
but at the same time it will increase the computatio
significantly. Additionally, since the weight of each
Gaussian component trained from traditional meth
only depicts the average of Gaussian compone
probabilities for the training data, they are no
appropriate to be used to classify some particul
kind of speech signal.

A new method called Multi-group Mixture Weight
HMM (MGMW HMM) is proposed by L. Ming and
Y.T.Cheng to solve this problem with very little
additional computation. Also, the authors claim th
they achieved 12% error reduction compared to t
traditional continuous HMM approach. This pape
focuses on analysis the underlying theory o
MGMW-HMM method. The derivation of the
MGMW formula is investigated. The effectiveness o
this approach is evaluated. A conclusion of objectio
for the method is made based on detailed analysis
this method.

1. INTRODUCTION

In speech recognition, the underlying assumption
the HMM is that the speech signal can be we
characterized as a parametric random process,
that the parameters of the stochastic process can
estimated in a precise, well-defined way. In mixtur
density HMM, the modeling of the stochasti
observation processes associated with the state
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based on the estimation of the probability densi
function of the short-time observations in each sta
as a mixture of Gaussian densities.As we know,
HMM can be completely characterized by a matrix o
state transition probability, observation densities, a
initial state probability. Previous study of thes
probabilit ies has showed that the observatio
densities are most important for the performance
those recognizers using HMMs. Most of th
improvement of HMM is made in this respect. A
ment ioned above, we want to improve th
performance of recognizer, a straight forward way
to use more Gaussian density functions for each sta
Because of large amount of logari thmic an
exponential computation, it will take much more tim
for training and recognition than the HMMs with
fewer Gaussian density functions. MGMW HMM is
such a method claimed to resolve this kind o
deadlock.

Equations (2) and (4) show that the weight of eac
component is the statistical average of the compon
probabilities. Accordingly, these weights can be us
to describe the average characteristics of th
corresponding state. Usually, some components ha
high weight contribute significantly while those with
low weights contribute l i t t le. Therefore, the
characteristics of these states are characteriz
mainly by those components which have hig
weights. But in some cases, the characteristics
speech are closer to that of those components wh
have low weights. Thus, these speech, however n
commonly, can’t be recognized properly. Th
proposed method set each state has several group
component weights such that it can meet differe
cases. But why it can meet different cases is not st
clearly, see section 4.

In the next section we briefly review the model o
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MGMW-HMM, and outline the key equations in
particular. Section 3 then shows some experimen
conducted by the authors. Section 4 presents analy
of the experiment results and some doubts a
extended on this method.

2. MGMW HMM

Obviously, for any model using HMM, the mos
difficult problem is to determine a method to adjus
the model parameters. The MGMW HMM is traine
by using the Baum-Welch method (also known as t
EM (expectation-maximation) method) to ge
parameters.Because of the importance of initi
parameters for continuous density HMM, the firs
issue is to get proper initial component weight
Initially by using this approach, as mentioned by th
authors, for each frame in an speech signal utteran
a vector called mixture weight vector is calculate
and stored in the vector pool of the correspondin
state. Then all mixture vectors in the vector pool o
one state are classified into several clusters w
center vector of each cluster corresponding to a gro
of initial mixture weight. After this procedure,
MGMW HMM can learn through EM algorithm,
which, of course, involves every group of mixtur
weight. For speech recognition, an appropriate gro
of mixture weight is selected by calculation an
comparison of different output probabilities.

2.1.  Retrieval of Initial MGMW

To get proper initial parameters of multi-group
mixture weights for HMMs. Equ.(1), a widely used
equa t ion in con t inuous dens i t y HMM, is
introduced.In (1), is the probability of being
in state with the th mixture components at time
given the model  and observation .

(1)

For the observation vector at time t and given th
model , the following variables are defined,

(2)

ξt j k,( )
j k t

λ X

ξt j k,( ) f st j= kt k X λ,=( , )=

Xt

λ

ηt j( ) ξt j k,( )
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M

∑=
s
is

l

e

p

(3)

where, is the number of mixture components
is a M-dimension vector, called mixture weigh

vector.

To obtain the initial parameters of continuous densi
HMM, this MGMW HMM needs some speech dat
which has been labeled by hand or by force Viterb
decoding. After is calculated, all mixture
weight vectors for the state j of the model
are put together and classified by using classic
clustering algorithm. The center vector of eac
cluster represents one group of initial mixtur
weights.

In some cases, some of the initial weights have a hi
value nearly to 1 whereas some of them are almo
zero. Considering the performance of the continuo
density HMM. The authors suggest to solve th
problem by smoothing the mixture weights a
showed below.

A group of mixture weight
can be smoothed by Equ.(4),

(4)

where,

(5)

and .

After this transformation, should be normalize
by their sum.

Let,

(6)

(7)

Then the group of initial mixture weight will be

.
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2.2. Training of MGMW HMM

For each observation vector , which is assigned
the state of the model , the mixture weight vecto
and the output probability for each group Each grou
can be calculated. The mixture weight vector whic
gives the maximum output probability and the inde
of the mixture weight group is noted down. Afte
each iteration, all mixture weight vectors of th
group of mixture weight of state , model are
added up and then divided by the number of th
vectors which gives us the mixture weight vector fo
the next iteration. The re-estimate formula for th
mixture weight can be written as (8).

(8)

where, is the mixture weight vector at time
which is assigned to the th group of mixture weigh
state and model after Viterbi decoding [9]. Afte
EM iterations, model parameters can be learned.

2.3. Recognition with MGMW HMM

For the recognition, there is no much differenc
between the traditional HMM and multi-group
mixture weight HMM. This approach simply choose
the group of mixture weight which generate th
maximum output probability for every observation a
equation (9).

(9)

where, is the output probability for observatio
at state , is the th component weight of th

th group,  is the Gaussian density function.

To reduce the increase of computation for MGMW
HMM, when calculating the output probabilities, th
probabilities of the Gaussian density functions can
calculated first, then they are multiplied with eac
group of mixture weight respectively.Hence, onl
several extra multiplication operations for each sta
are need and compared with the exponenti
operations, this additional computation can b
ignored.

Xt
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3. EXPERIMENTS

An experiment is made on a digital string recognitio
system by using MGME HMM method. The training
data include 40 persons’ speech data and the test d
include 6 persons’. Each person has 50 utterances
digital str ings. In order to compare with the
tradi t ional cont inuous densi ty HMM, some
experiments using traditional HMM were also mad
In MGMW HMM method, three groups of mixture
weight for every state are used. modeling methods

Results are showed in Table 1.

4. ANALYSIS

we can easily see from table 1 that there is only
0.32% absolute error rate reduction by MGMW
HMM method, which is not a big improvement given
that the authors claimed a 12% relative erro
reduction in total digital error rate. In addition, the
conditions for the experiments is not clear. First o
all, what language is used for digital strings was n
state in the paper [1]. If these experiments were do
using English, both error rates of the experiments a
unacceptable. Secondly, why insert error (should
insertion error), as showed in table 1, is introduce
while using MGMW HMM instead of the traditional
HMM. What is more, are the training data an
evaluation data divided into different catalogs, suc
as men, women and child? How many states are us
for the model and how many mixture of Gaussian a
used for each state are not mentioned yet. The
factors may affect the resul t of exper imen

Table 1: Experiment results for the performance of the
traditional HMM and Multi-group Mixture Weight HMM

Traditional
HMM

MGMW
HMM

Digital
Correct

   97.68%    98.00%

Delete error      0.97%      0.90%

Substitute
error

     1.35%      1.09%

Insert error      0.00%      0.06%
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dramatically. Less of all above information makes
very hard to evaluate the experiment results a
further to convince the effectiveness of this approac

Another issue for these experiments is the data
initialization. As mentioned by the authors, the initia
parameters are essential to the quality of the fin
continuous density HMM. Also, to obtain the initia
parameters of continuous density HMM, som
labeled speech data are required. What kind of the
labeled data be, and what is their properties are bla
Thus, even with a few positive results, thes
experiments can’t give much support to this ne
approach.

Furthermore, after we re-examine the algorithm
presented earlier carefully, we can find out, eve
notice straightforwardly, that there are som
important theoretical issues are not stated clearly. T
most significant thing here is the clusterin
algorithm. As we known, clustering procedures yie
a data description in terms of clusters or groups
data points that possess strong internal similaritie
Formal clustering procedures use a criterion functio
such as squared distances from the cluster cent
and seek the grouping that maximizes the criterio
function. What kind of criterion function is used in
MGMW HMM clustering procedure is transparent t
the reader, which make the underlying procedure
the this method totally obscure. Another things he
is clustering procedure can lead to unmanagea
computational problems, how to avoid this kind o
problem in MGMW HMM method is not mentioned
Also, intuitively, the number of Gaussian groups a
determined by clustering procedure. Why and Ho
the authors get three groups of mixture weights a
still a question. Additionally, the relationship
between the number of mixture weights vectors a
error rates are not analyzed.

On the other hand, although the authors believe th
by selecting an appropriate group of mixture weig
which outputs maximum probability, we can get
good result for recognition, the correctness of makin
this choice was not verified or proved.

Overall, by above analysis and with all question
unanswered, the effectiveness of this new method a
the value of experiments results are under doubt.
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5. SUMMARY

A new method called MGMW HMM was proposed
in [1], which claims 12% reduction of error rates in
compare with traditional HMM approach with very
little increase of computational costs. This pape
reviewed the new method. The key equations a
ideas of the new method and its experiments resu
were concisely presented. A detailed analysis of t
experiments results and its underlying theory show
that there are still quiet a lot of unclear issues for bo
of the supporting experiments and the method itse
Insufficient of proof and explanation for this new
method make it unacceptable for a practical spee
recognition system.
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